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ABSTRACT The main goal of this paper is to extract the semantic relations underpinning the concepts
of English prepositional of-constructions derived from poetic and non-poetic datasets, using Princeton
WordNet. The problem is addressed by two different algorithms, which are evaluated for their ability tomodel
the different types of resources from which the relations are derived, and for their ability to predict unseen
relations. The first algorithm introduces the concept of subsumption hierarchy between relations in order to
derive the most general relations associated to each type of data source and identify a set of relations specific
to each dataset. The second algorithm investigates the use of a weighting scheme in order to establish the
importance of each association extracted. Of particular importance are the notions of subsumption hierarchies
between relations (expressed as synset pairs) and the Inverse Relation Frequency (IRF) measure, which
is inspired by the Inverse Document Frequency measure used in Information Retrieval. The ontological
prospects of using Princeton WordNet and the above algorithms for the creation of ontologies are also
briefly discussed. Although the main interest of the proposed methods lies to the identification of conceptual
relations particular to poetic resources, the methods followed can be applied and are evaluated on other
domains too.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Several classification algorithms for natural language
resources are cited in literature with the most promising
ones over the recent years focusing on the use of deep
learning methods for the automatic classification of phrases
and texts [1]–[3]. What is missing from these approaches
is the extraction and representation of the semantic
relations between concepts that play a prominent role in the
representation of domains, and in the prediction of resources
from which phrases are derived by reference to the semantic
relations specific to each resource. A representation of the
semantic relations underpinning different sets of resources
will help to identify domain specific associations between
concepts and draw inferences from the existing relations.
It will also help to provide insight about the extend to which
the sets of relations underpinning different datasets overlap.

The primary goal in this paper is twofold: (i) to study the
use of Princeton WordNet (PWN) [4] in the extraction of
semantic relationships underpinning poetic versus non-poetic
datasets or domains of of-prepositions, and (ii) to use the
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relations extracted from a (training) subset of each type of
resource, in order to predict the resource type of relations,
not included in the training set. Although the experiments
were contacted primarily on poetic and non-poetic resources,
the proposed methods can also be used to model any type
of resources. For this reason, they have been tested on other
domains too. The ontological consequences of the proposed
approach and the potential of using the extracted relationships
to create ontologies are also discussed.

To this end, the current work proposes two algorithms,
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. Algorithm 1, was briefly intro-
duced in [5] from a different perspective, and was tested on
a very small training set; it was intended to illustrate the
conceptual discrepancies between poetic and non-poetic of-
prepositions. However, due to the contextualization of of-
prepositions, the wide use of overlapping of-prepositions
between poetic and non-poetic resources, and the scarcity
of of-prepositions, an annotation of a sufficient volume of
of-preposition figures of speech would be very difficult.
Instead, the current article focuses on the automatic extrac-
tion of the actual concepts underpinning the datasets from
which the phrases are extracted, aiming at identifying those
relations between the lexical terms of of-prepositions that are
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associated to the particular datasets from which the textual
resources are derived. In this work, Algorithm 1 is evaluated
on larger datasets, and for its performance as a Prediction
algorithm using the measures of precision and recall.

Algorithm 2, proposes a weighting scheme that evaluates
the importance of each semantic relation associated to each
of-construction. The weighting scheme is inspired by Infor-
mation Retrieval measures [6]. For example, the Inverse Rela-
tion Frequency (IRF) measure forming part of the proposed
weighting scheme, takes into consideration the scarcity of
English of-prepositions, but also the impact of the hierarchi-
cal relations between concepts relevant to the of-prepositions
used.

Systems incorporating PWN in the tasks of text
classification and disambiguation [7]–[11] have been
cited in literature and address, in their majority, the problem
of conceptual similarity in document classification via the
extension of the representation of document features, with
semantic features derived from PWN. These systems, have
recorded an improvement in their performance resulting from
the integration of PWN in the representation of documents
and, or document categories.

The importance of the proposed approach lies to the
fact that it focuses on the extraction of semantic relations
(expressed via hypernym pairs) underpinning the particular
data resources (gathered as datasets or domains of knowl-
edge), rather than on the integration of PWN features into
a vector representation of text, for classification. It pro-
poses (subordinate - superordinate) hierarchical associations
between relations which are amenable to ontological rep-
resentation. Unlike clustering methods, which focus on the
establishment of similarity measures between documents (via
the clustering of words into concepts), the current work uses
the relationships between the PWN entities extracted from
data into the identification of the corpus, or dataset from
which the data is derived. The term relations, in this case
refers to the association of concepts involved in each of-
preposition.
Example 1: The phrases ‘book of God’, and ‘pipe of

Hermes’ constitute examples of of-prepositions extracted
from poetic resources. They are represented by the rela-
tions (book, God) and (pipe, Hermes), where each of the
words book, God, pipe, and Hermes are interpreted via
the PWN concepts (synsets): book.n.01, god.n.01, pipe.n.01,
and hermes.n.01 respectively, giving rise to the associa-
tions: (book.n.01, god.n.01), and (pipe.n.01, hermes.n.01).
The hierarchical organization of concepts in PWN makes it
possible to extract more generic associations by traversing
through its lexical inheritance structure. For example, since
the concept artifact.n.01 is more generic than book.n.01, and
deity.n.01 is more generic than god.n.01 in PWN, then the
association (book.n.01, god.n.01) entails the more generic
association (artifact.n.01, deity.n.01). In the current example,
by defining hierarchical relations between associations of
concepts that can be mapped to upper-level ontologies (as
discussed in Section VII), it is possible to make inferences

like, for example, that ‘a book of God’ is an ‘artifact
of Deity’.
Example 2: Consider the of-prepositions: ‘wheel of phoe-

bus’, ‘daughter of jove’, and ‘friend of zeus’ extracted
from the poetic dataset. Each of these of-prepositions can
be considered as an ordered pair of noun expressions:
(wheel, phoebus), (daughter, jove), and (friend, zeus).
Each noun word of these ordered pairs (relations of lexical
terms) has a corresponding concept entry in the PWN lexical
database. The words: wheel, phoebus, daughter, jove, and
zeus can be interpreted by the PWN concepts: wheel.n.01,
apollo.n.01, daughter.n.01, jupiter.n.02, friend.n.01, and
zeus.n.01, respectively. Then, each of the of-prepositions
of the example, can be represented by the relations:
(wheel.n.01, apollo.n.01), (daughter.n.01, jupiter.n.02), and
(friend.n.01, zeus.n.01). Following the hierarchical structure
of PWN, each of the senses: wheel.n.01, daughter.n.01,
bird.n.01, and friend.n.01, is more specific (referred to as
subordinate in PWN) than the entry object.n.01. In addition,
all of: apollo.n.0, jupiter.n.02, angus_og.n.01, and zeus.n.01
are subordinates of the concepts: belief.n.01, deity.n.01, and
psychological_feature.n.01.

The advocated subsumption hierarchy between
associations PWN concepts, makes it possible to
infer that all of the above associations between PWN
concepts, are more specific than the associations:
(object.n.01, deity.n.01), (object.n.01, belief.n.01), and
(object.n.01, psychological_feature.n.01). Among these
associations of synsets (hyper-pairs) only (object.n.01,
deity.n.01) is associated to of-prepositions extracted
purely from poetic resources. This is because (object.n.01,
psychological_feature.n.01) also represents of-prepositions
extracted from non-poetic resources, for example: ‘area of
harvest’, ‘fruit of experience’. Also, the phrases ‘leader
of opinion’ and ‘system of belief’ are examples of
(object.n.01, belief.n.01) in the non-poetic dataset. The
objective is to extract the most generic associations of PWN
concepts that are associated to a particular dataset.

The phrases explored in this work, are prepositional
phrases of the form N1-of-N2, where N1 and N2 denote noun
terms (in some cases multi-word noun terms), which enable
us to benefit from the noun hierarchies in PWN. In Lin-
guistics, they are widely known under the terms of-genitives,
or of-genitive constructions [12], or simply of-constructions,
and sometimes they take the form (Article)-N-of-NP, mean-
ing that they consist of a nominal followed by a prepositional
phrase with the preposition of generally playing the role of a
modifier [12]. Of-genitive constructons attracted the interest
of several researchers due to their different roles in the inter-
pretation of the whole sentences [13]–[15]. The present work
is not concerned with the inherent ambiguity, or typology of
of-constructions [12], [16], which is a challenging task on its
own.

In Poetry, natural language is used as a tool (via figures of
speech [17]) to convey ideas extending beyond the common
literal meaning of the words used in a phrase. For example,
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the preposition ‘the roses of heaven’ appeals to the imaginary,
and conveys a symbolic meaning beyond the literal meaning
of the phrase, that can occur only in imaginary planes. Phrases
of this form are strongly related to the author identity [18] and
recognition of these phrases sets the foundations for further
analysis and understanding of the symbolism used by authors.
Prepositions appearing abundantly in poemsmay be common
prepositions appearing in spoken, and written, non-literary
text. To classify of-prepositions strictly as ‘poetic’ versus
‘non-poetic’ in literary text would be very difficult, since
‘poetic’ prepositions are scarce, and are highly contextual-
ized. Especially in narrative poetry, non-poetic prepositions
appear frequently in poem verses.

An important use of PWN is in the task of Word Sense
Disambiguation (WSD) [19]–[22], which is used in text clas-
sification [102], text clustering [7], [8] and ontology learn-
ing [23], to improve performance. Despite the importance
of WSD, the current work does not address WSD as this
task constitutes a separate task on its own. PWN has also
been employed extensively in the task of ontology alignment.
The use of PWN in extracting the models of text is encour-
aged by the fact that there is substantial research in mapping
PWN concepts to large-scale upper ontologies [24], [25], like
SUMO [26].

The contribution of this paper is summarized as follows:
1) Algorithm 1 identifies those semantic relations that are

specific to each one of two different types of resources
(poetic versus non-poetic). In order to do that it intro-
duces the notion of subsumption hierarchy between
concept relations (hypernym pairs). By using a sub-
sumption hierarchy between relations of concepts rep-
resenting of-prepositions, it identifies the set of the
most generic relations specific to each type of resource
considered. Algorithm 1 is evaluated for its ability to
extract the conceptual relations of the of-prepositions
extracted from two different types of resources, and
for its use as a resource prediction algorithm. The
questions answered for this algorithm are whether it
can be used to extract the semantic relations under-
pinning each resource of of-constructions considered,
and, whether these relations can be used to predict the
resources of unseen of-prepositions.

2) Algorithm 2, uses a weighting scheme in order to assess
the importance of each semantic relation (hypernym
pair) associated to each of-preposition. The IRF forms
part of the calculation of the weight of each semantic
relation. Its role in Algorithm 2 is to reduce the value of
generic relations that inherit the weights of more spe-
cific relations. Algorithm 2 is evaluated for its ability to
determine the resource from which each of-preposition
is extracted and for its use as a prediction algorithm.

The paper is outlined as follows: Section II introduces
PWN [4] and discusses some of the most important works in
the areas of classification and clustering using PWN, linguis-
tics research in of-genitives, and ontology learning from text.
Section III, introduces some basic concepts and definitions

necessary for the understanding of this work. Included in
this section, are the definitions of the notions of hyper-pair,
Subsumption between hyper-pairs, and Association between
hyper-pairs, and of-constructs, which are vital for the under-
standing of the article. Section IV describes the proposed
algorithms of this work. Section V describes the resources
used and the experiments performed to evaluate the proposed
algorithms. Section VI analyzes the results obtained from
the experiments performed to evaluate the proposed algo-
rithms. Section VII, discusses the ontological consequences
that result from the representation of subsumption relations
between associations of concepts and the potential of using
the hyper-pair subsumption relations advocated, in order to
enrich ontology entailment, via a toy kinship ontology exam-
ple using PWN taxonomic relations. Section VIII, is a con-
clusion section summarizing the conclusions drawn from the
current work and future work. The results of this work are
influenced by the method used to map the lexical concepts in
of-prepositions to PWN entities. Named Entity Recognition
was used to map lexical entries not included in the vocabulary
of PWN to types of entities. The natural language methods
used to identify and represent relations of entities in PWN
are discussed in Appendix A.

II. RELATED WORK
The current work makes extensive use of the synonymy and
hyperonymy associations between lexical entities as defined
in PWN [4], [27]. PWN is a lexical database developed at
Princeton University by a group of Psychologists and Lin-
guists. It is underpinned by a hierarchical organization of syn-
onyms (different meanings) of word forms [28], based on the
observations and psycholinguistic theories of human lexical
memory advocated by Miller and Johnson-Laird [29], about
the factors determining linguistic and lexical knowledge.

The basic concepts upon which PWN is based, are the
concepts of synonymy, hyperonymy, hyponymy, meronymy,
and antonymy. Each lexical entry (word) is linked to a set
of possible word meanings (senses), called synsets. A classi-
cal example is the lexical term ‘bank’, which appears under
18 different synsets, derived from the different senses of
the word ‘bank’, and from the different grammatical cate-
gories in which each sense can appear (for example, verbs
and nouns). Each synset is associated to more generic terms
(super-ordinate concepts referred to as hypernyms), which
can be reached by traversing through the lexical inheritance
structure of PWN [4], [28], [30]. More specific terms are
included as hyponyms of each synset. The hierarchical struc-
ture in which lexical entries1 are organized, is influenced by
experimental evidence suggesting a hierarchical organization
of human lexical memory [29].

Due to its hierarchical organization and definition of syn-
onym senses, PWN has been cited and integrated in many
applications as an Ontology [31]. Tom Gruber’s most cited
definition of an ontology, states that an ontology is ‘an

1Only nouns and verbs are organized in a hierarchical structure
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explicit specification of a conceptualization’ [32]. Following
this definition, Borst [33] defined an ontology as a ‘a formal
specification of a conceptualization’. Studer et al. [34] com-
bined the two definitions, defining an ontology as a ‘a formal,
explicit specification of a shared conceptualization’. In [35]
the notion of formality is interpreted as the requirement that
an ontology be represented via a knowledge representation
language with formal semantics. Also, in [36] the authors
emphasized the need for a formal specification of conceptual-
izations that are expressed by means of PWN’s synsets. Due
to the fact that the hierarchical relations between entities in
PWNare not formally defined via a knowledge representation
language, PWN may be described as an informal lightweight
ontology [37].

However, the informal nature of lexical relations supported
by PWNmake it particularly useful in the extraction of infor-
mation from textual resources due to the direct mappings of
word forms to its lexical entries and the consequent ability
to traverse its hierarchical structure for synonymous, similar,
or more generic terms. In addition, many ontologies provide
direct mappings to the PWN concepts, which makes it possi-
ble to use PWN to map word forms to ontology concepts.

The taxonomic relations supported by PWN, made it a
desirable candidate for use in the alignment of ontologies
(for example, via the mapping of synonymous terms and
hyperonymy-hyponymy relations) [24]–[26], [37] and in the
task of disambiguation [20], [22] of words in phrases. There
are several methods for mapping, or merging ontologies
using PWN as a background knowledge. Examples are, the
HCONE [25], [39] approach for ontology merging, and the
direct mappings between PWN entries and the Suggested
Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) [26].

The integration of PWN in text classification and clus-
tering algorithms in several works by incorporating synsets
and taxonomic features in the representation of terms and
documents, has shown an improvement in their performance
[8]–[10]. For example, Rodriquez et al. [9] employed PWN
in supervised classification of text documents by integrating
manually extracted synsets in the vectors of terms represent-
ing text categories, in the Rochio [111] and the Windrow-
Hoff algorithm. In both cases, the use of PWN synsets
improved the results of classification. In [8] synsets were
also employed as features for document representation and
clustering. The results showed improvement when weights
related to synsets were concatenated to the term vectors of
the documents, their disambiguation strategy involved infor-
mation about sub-ordinate and superordinate synsets, and
the information about more super-ordinate classes included
information about their subordinates.

To date, most of the work employing PWN in a
classification or clustering task (as shown in the above exam-
ples), extend the vector model for the representation of doc-
uments so as to include information about synonyms and,
or hypernymy-hyponymy.

Ontology learning is concerned with the extraction of
ontological knowledge from textual resources and the

representation of this knowledge via an appropriate compu-
tational formalism. Ontology learning from text is a multi-
phase process involving the application of many methods
and tools. Wong et al. [40] classified the techniques and
resources employed for ontology learning under the headings:
Statistics-based techniques, Linguistics-based techniques and
resources, and Logic-Based Techniques and Resources.

Buitelaar et al. [41] depicted the process of ontology learn-
ing as an Ontology Learning Layer Cake where each layer
corresponds to a different step in the ontology learning
process which can be accomplished via a number of tools
and techniques. The different steps are: terms extraction
from unstructured text, terms synonyms extraction, concepts
formation, concept hierarchy extraction, non-taxonomic rela-
tions extraction, axiom schemata instantiation, and gen-
eral axioms extraction. Asim et al. [42] suggested a similar
methodology for ontology learning consisting of many
sequential stages including: Preprocessing of unstructured
text, terms/concept extraction, relation extraction, axiom
induction, and evaluation.

Ontology learning from text may include an amal-
gam of Linguistic-Based and Statistical -Based techniques.
Examples of Linguistic-based techniques are: tokenization,
part-of-speech (pos) tagging, sentence parsing and struc-
tural analysis, and dependency parsing in order to iden-
tify dependencies between the terms. Semantic lexicons and
PWN may be used to identify synonyms and relevance of
terms.

Hearst [43] advocated the use of lexico-syntactic patterns
in order to extract particular relations between terms. For
example, the lexico-syntactic pattern: NPc such as NPI was
used to extract phrases of the form: ‘Presidents such as
Obama’, where the first noun phrase (NPc) denotes a con-
cept and the second noun phrase (NPI ) denotes an instance
of that concept. Following Heirst, many researchers have
applied lexico-syntactic patterns to extract relations from par-
ticular domains. For example, Mukherjea et al. [44] used
an enriched set of lexico-syntactic patterns produced by
Cimiano et al. [45] to extract biometical relations from the
World-Wide Web.
Subcategorization frames were advocated by

Agustini et al. [46]; they are based on the realization
that each word constraints the words with which it can
combine with any other word within a syntactic structure.
The constraints imposed by each word are referred to as
subcategorization restrictions [46]. These restrictions can
be both syntactic (subcategorization frames) and semantic
(called selection restrictions).

Statistical analysis techniques for the purpose of extracting
and assessing the similarity of terms include, but are not
limited to, the identification of collocations of terms [47],
the evaluation of mutual information of terms, the assessment
of the Semantic Similarity of terms, for example via latent
semantic analysis [48], [49], Formal Concept Analysis [50],
and Hierarchical Clustering [51] for the automatic acquisition
of hierarchical relations from text; including also, conceptual
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clustering algorithms for word and verb classifications aim-
ing at the acquisition of concepts [52].

Up to date, there are several tools andmethods for the auto-
matic or semi-automatic extraction of ontological knowledge
from texts. Below, are only but a few of these approaches [51],
[53], [54] below, with a brief description for each.

1) ASIUM [51] is a system for extracting semantic knowl-
edge from parsed technical texts. Parsed texts are
produced by the Sylex syntactic parser [96] which
identifies instantiations of case frames of the form:
〈verb〉((〈preposition〉 | 〈function〉)〈headword〉)∗. The
learning method is based on the assumption that words
occurring after the same preposition or function with
the same verbs in the instantiated case frames, are
instances of the same concept. A conceptual cluster-
ing method is applied in order to build associations
between basic clusters and create a hierarchy of con-
cepts. The system was applied on domain specific,
technical texts with limited vocabulary involving the
use of a particular terminology, and the use of mostly
action and concrete verbs, which rendered PWN inap-
propriate to be employed in the acquisition of semantic
relations from text.

2) TextToOnto [53] is based on the notion of semantic
patterns (specific formats for natural language expres-
sions declaring a specific meaning [53]) that have to
be created via the use of a pattern editor manually.
Semantic patterns match text fragments to ontologi-
cal classes (obtained from top level ontologies) and
verb groups linked via text constants, like prepositions.
The purpose of semantic patterns is to ascribe specific
meaning to natural text expressions. A number of pos-
sible sentences may be matched to a single semantic
pattern where classes and verbs take on group names
of synonymous words [53], for example the semantic
pattern 〈Plant Part〉〈Becomes.Verb〉〈Color〉. Semantic
lexicons including PWN may be used to determine
groups of words, or classes of words matched to upper
level ontology concepts.

3) OntoLT [54] is a Protégé plug-in, used for the
extraction of concepts (Protégé classes) and relations
(Protégé slots) from linguistically annotated text col-
lections. The text collections are annotated at various
levels providing information about for example, the
part-of speech of tokens, morphological information,
the clause structure etc. The user is able to define
mapping rules through a precondition language, that
maps linguistic entities in annotated text collections to
concept and attribute candidates via XPath expressions.
The predicates and terms of the condition language
validate XPath expressions. Linguistic entities may be
mapped to a EuroWordNet sense.

4) Another notable approach is demonstrated by the LExO
(Learning EXpressive Ontologies) prototype [55].
In this case, definitions of classes expressed in NLP
(constituting the corpus of LExO) are parsed by the

minipar dependency parser [56], which produces a
dependency tree containing information about the syn-
tactic category and grammatical role of each token.
A minimal set of rules for building a complete axioma-
tization of each class is applied, and the resulting list of
axioms expressed in the KAON2 [57] internal syntax,
is then transformed to the OWL DL representation of
the class [58].

5) In [59], the authors advocate a method that enables the
automatic extraction of semantic relations from text,
and the representation of this knowledge in DL ALC.
The textual data, consisting of concept axioms and
Wikipedia glossaries, is fed into the syntactic parsing
module for tagging and dependency analysis (using
Probabilistic Context Free Grammar). Tagged data and
dependency trees are further processed by the semantic
module. In the tagged text, anything else than nouns
and adjectives is discarded. The relations between the
extracted terms are recognized in the original phrases
through the use of patterns, and rules applied in the
relation extraction activity. The final stage is the con-
struction of hierarchical and non-hierarchical OWL DL
axioms from the instantiated rules of the previous stage.
The method provides for the representation of negated
concepts and properties.

A. NOVELTY VERSUS RELATED WORKS
In common with Ontology Learning, the current proposal
is concerned with the extraction and representation of con-
ceptual relations. In common with the lexicographical and
linked data approaches [60] and Lemon [61], [62], the cur-
rent proposal attempts to bridge the gap between the lexical
form of each word participating into an of-relation and its
description by an ontological concept. None of the existing
approaches to the author’s knowledge raises the issue of a
representation of lexical associations of words by hierar-
chical association between concepts that can in turn relate
phrases to phrases represented by more generic terms. The
set-theoretic approach followed in the definition of Algo-
rithm 1 enables the proof of important properties about the
underlying domains of relations, and is in line with the formal
representation of ontological concepts.

The second novelty of the proposed approach, is the sug-
gestion for the prediction of the types of resources fromwhich
particular relations are extracted. This suggestion is imple-
mented via an unsupervised approach to the identification of
those relations (represented as hyper-pairs) that appear only
in one type of resource. Low recall levels lead to the conclu-
sion that the set of relations common to both resources is big.
The prediction of the category of phrases, is different from the
methods of classification of phrases via the use of supervised,
or unsupervised methods, reviewed so far to the author’s
knowledge. The reason is that under the proposed method
described by Algorithm 1, a phrase is predicted to have been
extracted from a particular type of resource if it is represented
by a PWN hyper-pair that is equally or more generic than
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relations that are extracted from the same resource and it is
not associated to relations in another type of resource. Also,
by Algorithm 2, the prediction of the category of resource of
each phrase is dependent on the weight of each hyper-pair in
each type of resource.

Algorithm 2 follows a statistical approach for the assign-
ment of weight to each hyper-pair. The IRF measure used
in the calculation of weights of hyper-pairs has important
properties on its own. Together with the notion of subsump-
tion hierarchy between the extracted relations representing
of-prepositions, it can lead to the proof of important prop-
erties relating of-prepositions. For example, it can determine
which hyper-pairs on the same hierarchy path are associated
to exactly the same relations.

Pattern-based parsing techniques with conceptual clus-
tering methods are more appropriate in cases where the
data resources use a restricted vocabulary and a technical
language. In these cases, all relevant patterns need to be
stated explicitly. Manually edited semantic patterns can be
cumbersome and voluminous. Instead of employing manu-
ally edited semantic patterns for the extraction of groups of
words of a particular type, the proposed method for extract-
ing relations out of of-prepositions in this work, is based
on the automatic extraction of hypernym pairs (the notion
of hyper-pair is described in Section III) associating pairs
of PWN entities to the lexical terms of the resources’
of-prepositions.

Although the automatic extraction of hyper-pairs is also
constrained by the existence of lexical forms and noun
expressions in PWN, the majority of lexical terms involved
in of-prepositions can be mapped either to entities in PWN,
or to Named entities recognized my NER.

The method advocated in [59] describes an automatic
extraction of axioms directly derivable from phrases, in an
expressive decidable fragment of description logics. How-
ever, the actual terms derived from noun and, or adjective
relations may have associations to concepts not explicitly
stated in the relations extracted from text. The mapping of
lexical terms to PWN entities and the PWN relationships of
synonymy, hypernymy-hyponymy, antonymy and meronymy
could be used for the explicit representation of these associ-
ations that can be used to improve reasoning over conceptual
relations.

III. BACKGROUND
The definitions of hypernyms, synsets and hypernym_paths in
PWN as cited by George Miller [4], [30], form a fundamental
building block in the definition of the algorithms introduced
in this work.
Definition 3 (Synset [63]): A synonym set (synset) is a set

of words that are interchangeable in some context without
changing the truth value of the proposition in which they are
embedded.

An alternative weakened version of definition 3 cited in
literature, is the following.

TABLE 1. PWN synonym set for word ‘library’.

Definition 4 (Synonymy Per [30]): Two expressions are
synonymous in a linguistic context C if the substitution of
one for the other in C does not alter the truth value.
Definition 5 (Synset Name): Each synset in the current

article is designated with a three-part label that takes
the form:〈word〉.〈pos〉.〈number〉. The 〈word〉 part will be
referred to as the name of the synset. The 〈pos〉 denotes
the part-of-speech (grammatical category of the synset),
and the 〈number〉 designates its position in the descend-
ing frequency order of sense occurrences. For example, the
sense director.n.01 occurs more frequently than the sense
director.n.02.
Example 6: The following table shows the synsets of the

word ‘library’ as defined in PWN:
Definition 3 above, provides a truth-functional interpreta-

tion of meaning, whereas definition 4 leads to the conclusion
that if concepts are represented by synsets, and if synonyms
must be interchangeable, then words in different syntactic
categories cannot be synonyms (cannot form synsets) [30].
Thus, noun lexical terms in of-prepositions should bemapped
only to noun synsets in PWN.

Miller et al. [4], [30], [64] described synonymy as the fun-
damental semantic relation which is used to define simi-
lar lexicalized concepts. Synsets are related to each other
via hyponymy, hypernymy, antonym and meronymy rela-
tions [4]. The hyponymy - hypernymy relations describe sub-
ordinate - superordinate relations between synsets and are
also referred to as ISA relations or as subsumption relations.
The semantic relations used in this work are the relations of
synonymy, hyponymy, and hypernymy.
Definition 7 (Hyponymy [4], [30]): A concept

represented by the synset {x, x ′, . . . , } is said to be a
hyponym of a concept represented by a synset {y, y′, . . . , }
if native speakers of English accept sentences constructed
from such frames as ‘An x is a (kind of) y’ [30].

Hyponymy and hyperonymy are dual semantic relations
between noun word meanings [4], [30]. The transitive, asym-
metric ‘is a kind of’ [28] relation is represented via the symbol
@→ so that if Wh,Ws are noun synsets, then the expression
Wh@→Ws means that Wh is a hyponym of Ws, or equiva-
lently thatWs is a hypernym ofWh [28], [30].
Example 8: In PWN, the synset director.n.01 of the lexical

entry ‘director’ is a hyponym of the synset administrator.n.01,
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meaning that a director is a kind-of administrator in this
sense. Equivalently, the synset administrator.n.01 is a hyper-
nym of the synset director.n.01. This is represented as:
director.n.01@→administrator.n.01.

Hyponymy-hyperonymy relations form a hierarchical
semantic organization between word senses of nouns [28]
leading to the existence of paths from each particular sense
of a word to each super-ordinate sense in a transitive way.
Definition 9 (Hypernym Path): A hypernym path is a

sequence s1, . . . , sk where each (si, si+1) ∈ @→.
Example 10: An example of a hypernym path of the synset

director.n.01 to the most general sense entity.n.01 is:
director.n.01 @→ administrator.n.01 @→
head.n.04 @→ leader.n.01 @→ person.n.01@→
causal_agent.n.01 @ → physical_entity.n.01 @→
entity.n.01

For each synonym sense (synset) of a lexical entry, there is
a set of possibly more than one hypernym paths to the most
generic sense entity.n.01. The following function returns the
set of all hypernym paths for a synset.
Definition 11 (hypernym_paths(s)): . Let P be the set of

all paths that can be obtained by all hyponymy-hyperonymy
relations between word senses. Then, if sk is a sense of some
lexical entry w say, hypernym_paths(sk) represents the set of
paths {p1, . . . , pn} where pi = sk1@→, . . . ,@→skm , sk =
sk1 , and skm is the most general sense. Whenever necessary
to avoid ambiguity, the path will be included underneath the
@→ relation, as follows: sk1@−→pi

. . .@−→
pi
skm .

We shall henceforth refer to each path pi as the sequence
si1, . . . , sik where each (sij, sij+1) ∈ @→.
Example 12: hypernym_paths(director.n.01) = {

director.n.01 @→ administrator.n.01 @→
head.n.04 @→ leader.n.01 @→ person.n.01 @→
causal_agent.n.01 @→ physical_entity.n.01 @→
entity.n.01,
director.n.01 @→ administrator.n.01 @→
head.n.04 @→ leader.n.01 @→
person.n.01 @→ organism.n.01 @→
living_thing.n.01 @→ whole.n.02 @→
object.n.02 @→ physical_entity.n.01 @→
entity.n.01 }
Definition 13 (Nodes(p)): Let p = s1@→ . . .@→sk .

Then, Nodes(p) = {s1, . . . , sk}.
Due to the fact that @→ is a transitive relation, it follows

that its transitive closure, @→∗ say, is identical to @→. The
transitive closure of hyponym-hypernym relation adheres to
the normal definition of a transitive closure relation:
Definition 14: [Closure @→∗] The closure of the relation

@→ between two synsets is defined as follows: @→∗

hi@→ hj ⇒ hi@→∗ hj
hi@→∗ hj, hj@→ hk ⇒ hi@→∗ hk (1)

In many cases, instead of referring to the transitive closure of
the hyponym-hypernym relation, we shall refer to the closure
of a synset as the set of hypernyms of the synset which are

pairwise related via the hyponym-hypernym relation. The
closure of a synset is defined below:
Definition 15 (Clos(s)): Let Ps =

⋃
hypernym_paths(s).

Then, the closure of s is defined as the set {hj :

∃p ∈ Ps and hj ∈ Nodes(p)}
The above definitions were necessary in order to define the

notions of a hyper-pair, the association (Assoc) between a
hyper-pair and a relation representing an of-construction, and
the subsumption relation between two relations representing
of-constructions.

Of-prepositions are represented as binary relations,
referred to as of-relations, or simply relations where there is
no ambiguity. For example, the phrase ‘tent of God’ [66] is
represented as the binary relation (tent, god).

Let R = Rpoetic ∪ Rnon_poetic represent the set of all of-
relations retrieved, where Rpoetic and Rnon_poetic represent
the sets of relations retrieved from poetic versus non-poetic
datasets, respectively (referred to as poetic vs. non-poetic
relations, for brevity). Each lexical term (normalized word)
in an of-relation is mapped to a set of hypernyms by using the
method described in Section A. The Cartesian product of the
sets of hypernyms derived from the words of an of-relation
r say, gives rise to a set of hyper-pairs. Each hyper-pair is
considered to be associated to r .
Definition 16 (Hyper-Pair): Let, S be the set of all syn-

onyms. Then, by the term hyper-pair we mean any pair
(hi, hj) ∈ S × S.
Definition 17 (Assoc): A hyper-pair (hi, hj) is associated

to a relation r = (c1, c2) ∈ R, denoted as: Assoc((hi, hj), r)
if and only if there is a sense sk of c1, a sense sl of c2 and
paths {pi, pj} ⊆ P where pi ∈ hypernym_paths(sk) and pj ∈
hypernym_paths(sl), and hi ∈ Nodes(pi) and hj ∈ Nodes(p2).
Hyper-pairs associated to particular relations may also

form hierarchical relations. The following notion of ‘sub-
sumption’ relation between two of-relations is used exten-
sively in the proposed algorithms in Section IV.
Definition 18 (Subsuming Hyper-Pairs): Let hp1 =

(hi, hj) and hp2 = (hk , hm) be two hyper-pairs. Then,
hp1 subsumes hp2, denoted as hp1 v hp2, if and only if
∃p ∈ hypernym_paths(hi) and ∃q ∈ hypernym_paths(hj)
such that: hi@−→

p
∗hk and hj@−→

q
∗hm.

IV. PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION
The questions addressed in this work are:

1) Are there sets of hyper-pairs (taking the most generic)
associated to one type of of-constructions that can be
used to model the datasets?

2) If the answer to the above question is yes, can these
sets of hyper-pairs be used to predict the dataset of an
unseen of-relation?

The first question aims at the extraction of associations of
concepts specific to the poetic and non-poetic resources of
the datasets involved in the experiments. The second question
investigates the possibility of using the model extracted from
smaller subsets of datasets to predict the source dataset of an
unseen of-relation derived from a testing set. These questions
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are addressed by the development of two algorithms. Each
algorithm is described at an abstract level, making use of the
definitions provided in Section III in order to serve clarity (the
actual implementation is done in Python).

The first algorithm identifies disjoint sets of hyper-pairs
that uniquely identify the type of resource from which each
relation is extracted. The set-theoretic approach followed in
the definition of the algorithm leads to the proof that if a
hyper-pair associated to an of-relation belongs to one of these
sets then the type of resource from which the of-relation is
extracted can be uniquely identified. Another important prop-
erty that can be formally proved from the definition of the first
algorithm is that the measure of recall used in the evaluation
of the algorithm is inversely proportional to the size of the
set of overlapping of-relations between the different types of
resources used in the datasets. Thus, the measure of recall
provides feedback about the degree of overlap of the types of
resources being considered.

The second algorithm follows a statistical approach and
evaluates the importance of each hyper-pair to the type of
resource considered. Based on the realization that not all
hyper-pairs have the same importance in identifying the
resource of of-relations and that some hyper-pairs are more
frequent in one type of resource than in another, it assigns a
weight to each hyper-pair based on its frequency and the IRF
measure. The IRF accounts for the fact that hyper-pairs con-
sisting of the most generic terms have higher frequency than
hyper-pairs consisting of more specific terms (for example
the hyper-pair (entity.n.01, entity.n.01) is associated to almost
every relation).

As shown in Section VI, the IRF measure plays an impor-
tant role in modeling the underlying domain of a resource,
as it can also be used to identify which hyper-pairs in the
subsumption hierarchy of hyper-pairs are associated to the
same set of of-relations. The notion of Inverse Relation Fre-
quency (IRF) has never been defined before, to the author’s
knowledge.

A. ALGORITHM 1
Let Sall denote the set of all hyper-pairs (refer to definition
in Section III) associated via the Assoc relation to each of-
relation in the corpus. Then,

Sall =
⋃
r∈R

{
(hi, hj) : Assoc((hi, hj), r)

}
(2)

The set of hyper-pairs associated to relations in the non-poetic
and poetic resources respectively, are also defined as follows:

Snp =
⋃

r∈Rnon-poetic

{
(hi, hj) : Assoc((hi, hj), r)

}
(3)

Sp =
⋃
r∈Rpoetic

{
(hi, hj) : Assoc((hi, hj), r)

}
(4)

Obviously, Snp ∩ Sp 6= ∅ since the most generic hypernyms
in the hierarchy of synsets in PWN (like abstraction.n.06, and
entity.n.01) appear in the hierarchies of synsets of words in

the relations of both poetic and non-poetic resources. Let Sc
be the set of synsets that appear in the of-relations of both
types of resources.

Sc = Snp ∩ Sp (5)

Example 19: The relation r = (choregraphy,nature) is
extracted from the poetic resources. A number of hyper-pairs
in the corpus are associated to r via the Assoc relation. From
those hyper-pairs associated to r , some are associated only
to of-relations extracted from the poetic resources, and some
to of-relations extracted from both types of resources. For
example, the hyper-pairs:

(stage_dancing.n.01, nature.n.01),
(performing_arts.n.01, quality.n.01),
(stage_dancing.n.01, attribute.n.02), and
(performing_arts.n.01, attribute.n.02)
are associated only to poetic resources. whereas the fol-

lowing hyper-pairs associated to r , are also associated to non-
poetic relations and they are elements of the set Sc:
(event.n.01, nature.n.01),
(abstraction.n.06, nature.n.01),
(performing_arts.n.01, entity.n.01),
(psychological_feature.n.01, nature.n.01),
(entity.n.01, nature.n.01), and
(act.n.02, quality.n.01).
All the hyper-pairs associated to r in this example, includ-

ing those in Sc, are currently in Sp.
As shown in Example 19, Sp may include some hyper-pairs

associated to both poetic and non-poetic relations (those pairs
that are included in Sc), and the same applies for Snp. As these
hyper-pairs do not provide any valuable information regard-
ing the type of the resources from which the of-relations were
extracted, they are removed from both Sp and Snp.

S ′p = Sp − Sc (6)

S ′np = Snp − Sc (7)

The next step is to delete from Sc, those hyper-pairs that
subsume hyper-pairs in S ′p and S

′
np aiming to leave in Sc only

the hyper-pairs of of-relations that are common to both poetic
and non-poetic of resources. Removing from Sc those hyper-
pairs which are more generic than hyper-pairs in Sp or Snp
removes from Sc all hyper-pairs associated to relations that
exist in only one time of resource (for example poetic) as
opposed to the other.

Sc

:= Sc −
{
(hk , hm) : ∃(hi, hj) ∈ S ′p ∧ (hi, hj) v (hk , hm)

}
−

{
(hk , hm) : ∃(hi, hj) ∈ S ′np st. (hi, hj) v (hk , hm)

}
(8)

Example 20 (Example 19 Revisited): Continuing with
example 19 above: Since (stage_dancing.n.01, nature.n.01)
v (event.n.01, nature.n.01), where (stage_dancing.n.01,
nature.n.01) ∈ Sp and (event.n.01, nature.n.01) ∈ Sc, then
(event.n.01, nature.n.01) does not provide information
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specific to poetic resources (choreography, nature) and
should be removed from Sc.
The sets S ′p, S

′
np contain hyper-pairs associated entirely to

poetic and non-poetic relations, respectively. The next step is
to reduce the size of these sets by removing unnecessary spec-
ification.To do this, hyper-pairs subsumed by more generic
hyper-pairs in each of S ′p and S

′
np are removed from these sets.

S ′′p = {(hi, hj) ∈ S
′
p :

6 ∃(hk , hm) ∈ S ′p st. (hi, hj) v (hk , hm)} (9)

S ′′np = {(hi, hj) ∈ S
′
np :

6 ∃(hk , hm) ∈ S ′np st. (hi, hj) v (hk , hm)} (10)

Example 21 (Example 19 Revisited): Due to the fact that:
(stage_dancing.n.01, nature.n.01) ∈ S ′p,
(performing_arts.n.01, attribute.n.02) ∈ S ′p,

and the following subsumption relation:
(stage_dancing.n.01, nature.n.01) v
(performing_arts.n.01, attribute.n.02)

it follows (by (9)) that:
(stage_dancing.n.01, nature.n.01) 6∈ S ′′p .

It follows trivially from the above definitions, that since S ′′np
and S ′′p are disjoint sets of hyper-pairs associated to only one
type of resource, then if a hyper-pair belongs to one of these
sets, it cannot be a member of the other set. Thus, if a hyper-
pair of an of-relation is an element of S ′′p (versus S ′′np), then it
can be inferred that the relation is extracted from the poetic
set of resources (versus. non-poetic).
Proposition 22: For any relation r ∈ R:

r ∈ Rp if ∃(hi, hj) ∈ S ′′p ∧ Assoc((hi, hj), r)

r ∈ Rnp if ∃(hi, hj) ∈ S ′′np ∧ Assoc((hi, hj), r)

The proof of proposition 22 can be traced in Appendix B.
Proposition 22 forms the decision rule for determining

poetic versus non-poetic relations. Note, that, when the algo-
rithm is used for the prediction of ‘unseen’ relations (not
included in the training set of relations), only a subset of the
available data is used to determine the sets S ′′p , and S

′′
np and the

set of hyper-pairs associated to the of-relations in the testing
set may overlap with both S ′′p , and S

′′
np.

The following proposition is also useful in interpreting
experiment results (as will be discussed in Section VI).
Proposition 23: If r ∈ Rpoetic then ∀(hi, hj) such that

Assoc((hi, hj), r) it follows that (hi, hj) 6∈ S ′′np.
The proof follows trivially from definition of Algorithm 1.

Proposition 23 implies that hyper-pairs associated to a
poetic (non-poetic) resource cannot be members of S ′′np. For
example, if r ∈ Rpoetic then ∀(hi, hj) : Assoc(hi, hj, r) H⇒
(hi, hj) 6∈ S ′′np.

B. ALGORITHM 2
Hyper-pairs form the underpinning semantic relations (fea-
tures) characterizing each of-relation. However, not all hyper-
pairs have the same importance. The importance of each

hyper-pair is determined by a weight, which is defined in this
section. As before, the set of of-relations is represented with
the set R = {r1, . . . rk}, where each ri ∈ R is an ordered pair
of words: (ci1, ci2).

Let cat denote the type of resource of a relation, i.e. cat ∈
{poetic, non_poetic}. The following sequence of steps is fol-
lowed in order to determine a weight for each hyper-pair,
starting from the creation of two separate relation frequency
matrices, one for each source of relations.

M cat
f [j, k] = ‖{ri : hj ∈ hypers_of(ci1) and

hk ∈ hypers_of(ci2)}‖ (11)

The above equation may be restated as:

M cat
f [j, k] = ‖{r : Assoc((hj, hk ), r)}‖

where j, k are the indices of hj and hk , respectively.
Of-relations are considered to be ordered pairs of word-

forms. In order to take into account the order in which the
hypernyms appear in of-relations and reduce the impact of
any difference in the volumes of available resources each
number in the above frequency matrix is divided by the
corresponding row sum of the matrix. This gave rise to the
following initial definition of weights:

wcat
jk =

M cat
f [j, k]∑

iM
cat
f [i, k]

(12)

Next, the two matrices (poetic versus not poetic) are sub-
tracted by performing an element-wise subtraction of their
weights:

∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , ‖S‖},wdij = wnon_poetic
ij − wpoetic

ij . (13)

Thus, wdij ≥ 0, means that hj follows hi more frequently in
non-poetic relations than in poetic whilst wdij ≤ 0 means
the opposite. Having derived the value of each hyper-pair
relations from the available data and recorded the frequencies
as above, it was obvious that:

1) Within the same path of hypernyms, hypernyms higher
in the hierarchy get the weights of the hypernyms lower
in the hierarchy,

2) Hyper-pairs hierarchically higher are more common in
both poetic and non_poetic relations;

3) As a consequence of the above items, although the
weight of hyper-pairs lower in a hierarchy may be ≤ 0
(for example, when hyper-pairs are more frequent in
poetic relations), the sign of the weight may change in
subsuming hypernyms.

4) Rare hyper-pairs associated to rare relations (for exam-
ple, rare poetic relations) have very small weights (ref.
to equation 12) since their frequency is small.

The IRF measure, inspired by the Inverse Document Fre-
quency measure used in Information Retrieval [6] aimed to
address these issues.

IRFij =
‖R‖

‖{r : Assoc((hi, hj), r)}‖
(14)
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Using the IRF measure, the definition of the weight of each
ordered hyper-pair (hi, hj) becomes:

wij = Md
f [i, j] · IRFi,j (15)

where wij denotes the weight of an ordered hyper-pair:
(hi, hj).

The weight of each of-relation is then defined as the sum
of the weights of all the hyper-pairs associated to it:

weight(ri) =
∑
ij

wij (16)

If the weight of an of-relation is positive, then the of-relation
is considered to be derived from the non-poetic dataset; oth-
erwise, it is considered to be derived from the poetic dataset.

TABLE 2. Dataset 1.

V. EXPERIMENTS
The algorithms were evaluated using six experiments. The
dataset used in each of the Experiments 1–4, was a subset of
the dataset used in the next experiment. Experiments 5 and 6
were irrelevant to poetic resources and demonstrate the use
of the algorithms in other domains. The datasets used for
Experiments 1–4 are included in Tables 2–4.

Although the main interest of this work lies in the
extraction of conceptual relations relevant to poetic ver-
sus non-poetic resources, the algorithms introduced in this
article can be applied in other domains too. Experiment 5,
applied the algorithms on the religion and hobbies cate-
gories of the Brown corpus. Experiment 6, was contacted
on a much bigger sample, by using the first 10377 rela-
tions from an Art-history dataset created automatically
via a free automatic tool, available at: https://ithaka-labs.
s3.amazonaws.com/tdm/v2/datasets, and an equal amount of
relations from Reuters relations from categories: gold, earn,

TABLE 3. Dataset 2.

TABLE 4. Datasets 3, and 4.

and acq. The sample is much bigger than the one used in
Experiment 5, and the domains of the datasets being modeled
are more diverse. The methods used for the extraction of
relations from the resources of each dataset are described in
detail in Appendix A.

Poetic resources resort frequently to imagery [77] and sym-
bolic language to transcend meaning from literal to figura-
tive [17] through vivid sensual perceptions and links between
images and ideas that aim to deepen understanding. The
actual poetic of-constructions are scarce, since poems use
frequently non-poetic of-constructs (for example, part of life)
in a wider poetic context. Resorting to imagery and lyri-
cal poetry genres, was made in an attempt to increase the
frequency of appearance of of-relations that are specific to
these genres (due to vivid contrasting imagery concepts). The
overlap of relations between the different types of resources
used, influences the results of the experiments since in the
case of a large set of overlapping relations, the sets of hyper-
pairs specific to each particular resource become smaller.
This can be proved formally in the case of Algorithm 1 as
will be shown in the next section.

Both algorithms were evaluated for their ability to model
the datasets by extracting the associations of concepts under-
pinning the of-relations of each dataset, and for their ability to
predict the dataset from which an of-relation not encountered
before is derived. In particular, the experiments contacted for
the evaluation of the proposed algorithms aimed to determine:
• Whether algorithm 1 could extract the semantic relations
(expressed as hyper-pairs) specific to each type of data
resource.
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• Whether algorithm 2 could assign a weight to each
hyper-pair so that the sum of weights associated to
each of-relation can determine the type of resource from
which it is extracted.

• Whether the algorithms can be used to predict each type
of dataset given an of-relation not encountered before.

In order to determine how well the algorithms model dif-
ferent types of data resources, the algorithms were firstly run
on the whole datasets (answer to the first two questions).
In order to determine the answer to the third question, the
data resources were split into training (80%) and testing sets
(20%) for each type of resource. In this case, the hyper-pairs
specific to each resource were computed by using the train-
ing datasets. The algorithms were then tested by classifying
unseen instances derived from the testing data.

VI. RESULTS
The evaluation measures used in this work are the measures
of precision, and recall, which are widely used in Informa-
tion Retrieval (IR). Precision is used in IR to evaluate the
prediction of positive results and is defined as the number
of correct predictions out of all the predictions made by the
system. Recall is the proportion of the number of instances of
a positive class that are correctly predicted. Since the current
work aims to model two different types of resources (poetic
and non poetic in experiments 1-4) in each experiment, the
precision and recall is calculated for both types of resources,
separately.

Let CorrectlyPredictedt be the set of relations of type
t whose resource type is correctly predicted. Also, let
Predictedt be the set of relations whose resource type is pre-
dicted to be t . Then,

Precisiont =
‖CorrectlyPredictedt‖
‖Predictedt‖

. (17)

Recall is also calculated for each type of resource separately.

Recallt =
‖Correctly Predictedt‖

‖Rt‖
(18)

where CorrectlyPredictedt = Predictedt ∩ Rt .

A. EVALUATION OF ALGORITHM 1 ON THE WHOLE DATA
The set-theoretic approach followed in the definition of Algo-
rithm 1 leads to the derivation of important properties related
to the interpretations of results. It is already proved by Propo-
sition 22 that if a hyper-pair associated to an of-relation r is in
S ′′p (the set of hyper-pairs used to determine poetic resources)
then r is extracted from a poetic resource. The same applies
for all hyper-pairs in S ′′np. This property holds only when S ′′p
(S ′′np) is determined by considering the whole dataset (that is,
when all extracted relations are considered). Similarly, if a
hyper-pair associated to an of-relation r is in S ′′np, then r is
extracted from a non-poetic resource. Thus,

Predictedt = {r : ∃hp ∈ S ′′t ∧ Assoc(hp, r)}

TABLE 5. Alg. 1, Evaluation results for experiments 1–6 based on the
whole datasets.

FIGURE 1. Precision and Recall levels for experiments 1-4.

where t denotes a type of a resource. Also, by Proposition 23,
any hyper-pair associated to a poetic (non-poetic) relation,
cannot be a member of S ′′np (S

′′
p ).

It follows that Predictedt = CorrectlyPredictedt when
Algorithm 1 is applied on the whole data, proving that in
this case precision will always be equal to 1. This prop-
erty is confirmed by the results shown in Table 5. Fig. 1
illustrates the recall and precision levels for Algorithm 1 on
poetic data resources used in experiments 1-4. The fall in
recall levels is partly due to an increase in the number of
of-relations common to poetic and non-poetic resources and,
or an increase in the number of of-relations whose associated
hyper-pairs are subsumed by hyper-pairs in S ′′p or S ′′np or Sc
(and are therefore removed during the construction of these
sets by the definition of Algorithm 1). The latter include
relations containing words which are not in the lexical entries
of PWN (for the synset assigned to these words please refer
to Appendix A), since each of these words is mapped to the
most generic synset: entity.n.01 or to a NER entity type. The
high recall levels in Experiment 5 where the Algorithm is
tested on different domains of relations show that the set
of (overlapping) relations that appear in both domains is
small. Experiment 6 uses a larger sample, leading to slightly
smaller recall values.
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The relationship between recall levels and the degree of
overlap between the relations extracted from each type of
resource, can be formally proved for Algorithm 1 (whole
dataset).
Proposition 24: Let O = Rpoetic ∩ Rnon-poetic, denote

the overlap of relations between the two domains. Then,
as the size of O increases, the value of Recall decreases, i.e.
recall ∼ 1

‖O‖ .
The proof of Proposition 39 can be traced in Appendix B.
Proposition 39 formalizes the relationship between recall

and overlapping sets of relations extracted from different
types of resources (mainly poetic and non-poetic in this
work). The next proposition formalizes the relation between
different datasets. It is very important in that it points to
the parameters that influence the differences in recall levels
between different experiments and datasets, and help to focus
interpretation on the causes of recall levels variations.
Proposition 25: Consider two datasets D1 and D2 say,

such that D1 ⊆ D2. Let RD1 and RD2 be the sets of relations
extracted from D1 and D2 respectively, Rcat,Di be the set
of relations extracted from the type cat resources in Di and
ODi = Rcat,Di ∩ Rcat,Di where cat is one of two categories
of resources (for example poetic) and cat is the alternative
category (for example non-poetic). If recallcat,Di is the recall
of a category of relations inDi ∈ {D1,D2}, then recallcat,D1 >

recallcat,D2 implies ODi⊂ODi+1
The proof of Proposition 40 is provided in Appendix B.
Proposition 40 states that for any two datasets D1 and

D2 where the of-relations inD1 are a subset of the of-relations
in D2, if the Recall level of Algorithm 1 for D1 is higher than
the recall level forD2, then this implies that the set of relations
common to both types of resources (referred to as overlapping
relations) in D2 is a superset of the corresponding set of
overlapping relations inD1. This result applies to experiments
1–4 and shows a possible explanation of the variation in recall
levels between the experiments 1–4. Another possible expla-
nation, is the existence of an increased value of unknown
words (words not in the PWN) in relations.

Considering the above formally proved properties, the
results of each experiment were further analyzed in order
to explain the (small) deviations of recall values between
experiments 1–4 (although recall levels are still high in the
case where the whole datasets are modeled). Further analysis
of results for Experiments 1–4 are included in Tables 6 and 7,
below. For clarity, the analysis of the remaining experiments
is included in Appendix C.

Tables 6, 7 show:
• The number of relations whose set of associated hyper-
pairs are elements of S ′′p . By proposition 22 these rela-
tions are extracted from poetic resources.

• The number of relations whose set of associated hyper-
pairs are in S ′′np. By proposition 22 these relations are
extracted from non-poetic resources.

• The number of relations whose set of associated hyper-
pairs is a subset of Sc. These relations cannot be
classified.

TABLE 6. Algorithm 1 on datasets of experiments 1, and 2.

TABLE 7. Algorithm 1 on datasets of experiments 3, and 4.

• The number of relations whose set of associated hyper-
pairs have been deleted during the construction of the
sets S ′′p , S

′′
np and Sc (8)–(10). These hyper-pairs are

referred to as Removed hpairs.
Obviously, by the construction of the sets S ′′p and S ′′np, it fol-
lows that Sc ∩ S ′′p = ∅, Sc ∩ S

′′
np = ∅ and S

′′
p ∩ S

′′
np = ∅ in the

case where the whole data is considered. Example 26 shows
a situation where all hyper-pairs associated to an of-relation
are removed before the extraction of the final sets of S ′′p , S

′′
np,

and Sc.
Example 26: Let r = (love, detail) be the relation corre-

sponding to the English preposition ‘love of detail’, extracted
from the non-poetic resources. All hyper-pairs associated to
r are a subset of Removed hpairs. The reason can be traced
to the steps followed in the construction of sets S ′′p and S ′′np in
Algorithm 1.

All hyper-pairs associated to (love, detail) were initially
in Sc = Sp ∩ Snp. Examples, are: [(love.n.01, detail.n.01),
(state.n.02, detail.n.01), (feeling.n.01, detail.n.01)].

These hyper-pairs were firstly removed from both Sp and
Snp as they belonged to Sc (5). But, since they were subsumed
by more generic hyper-pairs in Sp, they were also subse-
quently removed from Sc (6). Thus, they are not included
the sets: S ′′p , S

′′
np, Sc. These hyper-pairs are placed in the set

Removed hpairs.

B. EVALUATION OF ALGORITHM 1 FOR PREDICTION
The sets of relations extracted from each type of resource are
split into a training set (80%) and a testing set (20%), each.
Let S ′′p,tr, and S

′′
np, tr be the sets of hyper-pairs associated to the

training relations extracted from the poetic and non-poetic
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TABLE 8. Results of Algorithm 1 for Experiment 1 under Method 1 and
Method 2.

resources, respectively. Then the same properties apply as
before for these sets, for example: S ′′p,tr ∩ S

′′
np, tr = ∅. The

problem in this case, is that some hyper-pairs associated to
an of-relation in the testing set may be included in S ′′p,tr and
some in S ′′np, tr
Example 27: Consider the poetic relation (touch, joy)

corresponding to the preposition ‘touch of joy’ which
is included in the testing set. Examples of hyper-pairs
associated to this relation are: (contact.n.04, feeling.n.01),
(happening.n.01, joy.n.01). The problem is that the hyper-
pair (contact.n.04, feeling.n.01) is included in the training set
of hyper pairs associated only to poetic resources, whereas
the hyper-pair (happening.n.01, joy.n.01) is in the training set
of hyper-pairs associated only to the non-poetic resources,
leading to the conclusion that the relation is extracted from
both a poetic and a non-poetic dataset. This problem appears
only in the Prediction of ‘unseen’ relations that were not
encountered in the training set.

In this case, using the same formulas for the calculation of
precision and recall as before (when evaluating on the whole
data) would inflate the results of Algorithm 1 considerably.

Let S ′′p,tr represent the set of hyper-pairs associated only to
the poetic resources of the training set, and S ′′np,tr represent the
set of hyper-pairs associated only to the non-poetic resources
of the training set.

Possible methods of evaluation of the performance of
Algorithm 1:
• Method 1. Predict the type of poetic (non-poetic)
resources as in the case where the whole data is con-
sidered. This means that if there is a hyper-pair in S ′′p,tr
(or S ′′np,tr) associated to an of-relation in the testing poetic
(or non-poetic) set, then the type of resource is predicted
to by poetic (or non-poetic).

• Method 2.Only if all the hyper-pairs associated to a test-
ing relation are in S ′′p,tr (S

′′
np,tr) the resource is predicted

to be poetic.
Method 1 leads to overstated recall levels (relations from
either type of resources are predicted to belong to both types
of resources) and understated precision levels (many relations
considered to belong to one type of resource actually belong
to the other). Also, method 1 is ambiguous in the sense that it
can lead to two different predictions for a single of-relation.
Method 2 leads to higher precision levels but lower recall
results. In order to avoid ambiguity, the adopted method for
the evaluation of Algorithm 1 for prediction, is Method 2.
Table 8 shows the difference in results under each method in
Experiment 1. Comparisons for the remaining experiments
can be traced in Appendix C. The evaluation results for

TABLE 9. Algorithm 1 metrics for Experiments 1 – 6 using the testing
relations for the Prediction of their data resources.

Algorithm 1 under Method 2, are summarized in Table 9.
The results of Algorithm 1 in prediction show a decline in the
values of Recall in all experiments when the whole datasets
are modeled. In Experiment 2 where more poetic resources
are considered, the value of the Recall increases in the case
of the Poetic type of resources. In Experiment 6, where the
content of resources is more diverse, the recall levels are
increased for both Poetic and Non-poetic resources.

C. EVALUATION OF ALGORITHM 2 ON THE WHOLE DATA
The algorithm is based on the assumption that each hyper-
pair contributes differently to the identification of the type
of resources from which an of-relation is extracted. For each
type of resource, the weight of each hyper-pair is determined
partly by a relative frequency measure (12), and partly by the
proposed IRF measure.

Frequently occurring and very generic hyper-pairs that
appear in poetic and non-poetic resources have smaller
weights than to hyper-pairs associated to one particular type
of resource and are less generic, due to the IRF measure.

Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 show that the IRF measure improves
the performance of Algorithm 2 for both the poetic and non-
poetic datasets.

Due to the method of calculation of the weight of each
relation extracted from type of resources, the Predictedt and
CorrectlyPredictedt sets used in the calculation of precision
and recall measures in this case, take the form:

Predictedt = {r : weight(r) ≥ 0}

where weight(r) as in (16).

CorrectlyPredictedt = Predictedt ∩ Rt

where Rt is the set of relations of type t . A summary of the
results for Algorithm 2 for the experiments 1–6 is displayed
in Tables 10 and 11.

D. EVALUATION OF ALGORITHM 2 FOR PREDICTION
The same sets of training (80%) and testing (20%) relations as
the ones used in the evaluation ofAlgorithm 1, are used for the
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FIGURE 2. Precision-recall levels for experiments 1-4 with/with IRF for
poetic resources.

FIGURE 3. Precision-recall levels for experiments 1-4 with/with IRF for
non-poetic resources.

TABLE 10. Algorithm 2 results on the whole datasets.

TABLE 11. Algorithm 2 results on the whole datasets.

evaluation in Algorithm 2. In this case, the weights of hyper-
pairs are determined by using only the training resources.
Once the weights of hyper-pairs associated to the relations
of the training sets are determined, they are used to predict

the type of resources of the testing relations. The results are
summarized in Table 12, below. A detailed analysis can be
traced in Tables 20 – 23 in Appendix C.

TABLE 12. Algorithm 2 results for Experiments 1–4 using testing relations
for the prediction of their resources.

E. COMPARISON OF ALGORTHMS 1 AND 2
Algorithm 1 follows a clearly defined set-theoretic approach
that enables the proof of properties relevant to the interpre-
tation of results. Algorithm 2 recognizes the fact that not all
hyper-pairs are equally important to each type of resource and
proposes a weighting scheme in order to assign a weight to
each of-relation determining whether the particular relation
is more relevant to a particular type of resource.

FIGURE 4. Precision and recall levels for experiments 1-4.

Both Algorithms perform well when modeling the
whole datasets. Fig. 4 illustrates the performance of Algo-
rithms 1 and 2 when considering the extraction of hyper-
pairs from poetic resources. As discussed, the value of the
precision of Algorithm 1 is one, in all experiments where
the whole data is considered. This implies that the set of
hyper-pairs extracted from poetic resources can predict cor-
rectly the type of resources from which the of-relations were
extracted, and can be used to model their domain. However,
Algorithm 1 produces the lowest recall levels of the two
algorithms, which is primarily due to an increased number
of hyper-pairs in ‘Removed hpairs’ and an increase in the
size of overlapping relations between the different types of
resources as the experiments’ datasets are expanded. Algo-
rithm 2 reaches its highest precision level in Experiment 2
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when the largest set of poetic relations was considered. The
overall recall levels for poetic resources are higher that 92%
although with a declining slope. A further analysis has shown
that about 11% of concepts participating in relations extracted
from poetic resources were not mapped to any lexical entry
in PWN. The performance of both algorithms declines when
the algorithms are used for prediction. In this case too, Algo-
rithm 1 has lower recall levels than Algorithm 2. As shown
in Tables 20 – 23 (Appendix C) this is primarily due to the
fact that hyper-pairs associated to each type of relations in the
testing set, overlap with hyper-pairs associated to both types
of relations, in the training set. However, the value of Preci-
sion is high showing that the training sets S ′′p,tr and S

′′
np,tr can

correctly classify the resource of each testing relation more
than 80% of the time. Algorithm 2 demonstrates higher recall
levels although the precision levels are significantly lower
than the Precision levels of Algorithm 1. Due to the measure
of frequency used in Algorithm 2, the weight of each relation
in the testing set is dependent on whether the hyper-pairs
associated to this relation, were encountered in the training set
of resources. It is also dependent on whether or not the lexical
terms participating in each relation are in the vocabulary
of PWN.

F. IMPORTANT PROPERTIES OF IRF
The IRF measure possesses important properties which make
it an important measure on its own that extends beyond its use
in the determination of weights of hyper-pairs in Algorithm 2.
The IRFmeasure can be generalized to apply to any represen-
tation of hierarchically organized relations.

One important property of the IRF measure is that two
hyper-pairs have the same IRF value when they are asso-
ciated to the same number of relations. When the hyper-
pairs also appear in the same subsumption hierarchy, then
it follows that they are associated to exactly the same set of
relations.
Proposition 28: For any two hyper-pairs hp1, and hp2,

such that hp1 v hp2, if IRFhp1 = IRFhp2 , then: {r :
Assoc(hp1, r)} = {r : Assoc(hp2, r)}.
Since hyper-pair relations are used to represent the

conceptual relations underpinning a domain, then the
IRF measure can provide information that is useful for
inference.
Example 29: Let r = (sea, glory) be an of-relation repre-

senting the phrase ‘sea of glory’. The hyper-pairs associated
to this relation form a subsumption hierarchy. For exam-
ple,the following sub-paths of hyper-pairs:

sea.n.01 @→ body_of_water.n.01 @→ thing.n.12 and
glory.n.01@→ honor.n.02@→ standing.n.01 lead to the fol-
lowing subsumption relations between hyper-pairs associated
to r :

(sea.n.01, glory.n.01) v (sea.n.01, honor.n.02) v

(body_of_water.n.01, honor.n.02), and (sea.n.01,glory.
n.01) v (sea.n.01, honor.n.02) v (sea.n.01, standing.n.01).

Now, the IRF value of each of the following hyper-pairs is
the same:

(body_of_water.n.01, honor.n.02),
(sea.n.01, honor.n.02),
(sea.n.01, glory.n.01),
(sea.n.01, standing.n.01)
Since (sea.n.01, glory.n.01) and (sea.n.01, honor.n.02)

appear in the same subsumption hierarchies with the rest, and
their IRF value is the same, then all of the above hyper-pairs
are associated to the same relations. It is then possible tomake
inferences of the form: a sea of glory is a sea of honor, and
all examples of a sea of glory are examples of a sea of honor.

{r : Assoc((sea.n.01, glory.n.01),r)}

= {r : Assoc((sea.n.01, honor.n.02),r)}

= {r : Assoc((body_of_water.n.01, honor.n.02),r)}

= {r : Assoc((sea.n.01, standing.n.01),r)}

Generally, it can be proved that if a hyper-pair hp1 is more
specific that a hyper pair hp2, then the set of relations to which
hp1 is associated is a subset of the set of relations to which
hp2 is associated.
Proposition 30: Assume any two hyper-pairs (hi, hj) and

(hk , hm) such that (hi, hj) v (hk , hm). Then, it follows that:
{r : Assoc((hi, hj), r)} ⊆ {r : Assoc((hk , hm), r)}

The proof follows easily from first principles. Intuitively,
if (hi, hj) is associated to a relation r , then all its subsuming
pairs are also associated to r , by definition.
Also, by the definition of the Inverse Relation Frequency

(IRF) (see equation 14), it is straight forward to show that:
Proposition 31: If (hi, hj) and (hk , hm) are two hyper-pairs

associated via the subsumption relation (hi, hj) v (hk , hm),
then IRFi,j = IRFk,m

The proof of proposition 31 follows easily from Proposi-
tion 30 and the definition of IRF. It is also trivial to show that:
Proposition 32: For any two hyper pairs (hi, hj) and

(hk , hm) such that (hi, hj)v (hk , hm), if IRFi,j= IRFk,m, then
{r : Assoc((hi, hj), r)} = {r : Assoc((hk , hm), r)}
The proof of proposition 30 follows easily from the defini-

tion of IRF and the fact that the set of relations associated to
a hyper-pair are included in the set of relations associated to
its subsuming hyper-pairs (proposition 30).

VII. ONTOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND PWN
Approaches of mapping PWN lexical entries to Ontologies,
like, for example, the higher ontology SUMO [26] discussed
in Section II, and KYOTO [78] for allowing language inde-
pendent reasoning over multiple domain wordnets inter-
linked to a shared ontology, have been cited in literature.
Complementary to these approaches, are the more recent
advancements in web technologies that enable the represen-
tation of rich linguistic information, for example the LexInfo
ontology-lexicon model [60] and Lemon [61], [62]. Of the
most prominent of these approaches is Lemon, which enables
the publication and linking of lexical networks/WordNets
to ontologies and to the Linked open Data Cloud [79].
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Lemon [61], [62], is a model of ontology-lexica, a standard
for sharing lexical information on the semantic web [80] that
enables the mapping of Ontologies to lexical terms, support-
ing conceptual interoperability.

Of-constructions can provide further knowledge about the
semantic model of texts, either as single concepts in an ontol-
ogy, or as semantic roles. For example the phrase Director
of Utilities as a whole, may be represented as the subclass
DirectorOfUnitilies of the class Director, or as the semantic
relation director_of between the concepts Human and Orga-
nization, or as a sub_property of another ontological property.
An example is the property occupiesPosition in the SUMO
ontology [26], [81], where the classes involved are already
mapped to the PWN entries:

(instance occupiesPosition TernaryPredicate)
(domain occupiesPosition 1 Human)
(domain occupiesPosition 2 Position)
(domain occupiesPosition 3 Organization)
(documentation occupiesPosition
(&%occupiesPosition, ?PERSON ?POSITION
?ORG)

Due to the availability of the above technologies and the fact
that the semantic relations of the data can be expressed via
hyper-pairs, it is possible to extract and represent ontological
knowledge from the derived hyper-pair relations. In particu-
lar, once the main concepts are extracted from text, ontolo-
gies can be created via the mapping of hyper-pair relations
extracted from text and the hierarchical relations derived from
PWN taxonomic relations. However, creating ontologies by
applying the entirety of hyper-pairs that can be extracted from
text and PWN is costly.

1) CREATION OF A KINSHIP ONTOLOGY FROM THE
CORPUS USING PWN HIERARCHICAL RELATIONSHIPS
The aim of this Section is to illustrate how the use of hyper-
pair subsumption relations can potentially enrich Ontology
representation and inference. The discussion is motivated by
building a toy kinship ontology example, based purely on
PWN taxonomic relations.

The toy ontology example maps synsets directly to ontol-
ogy concepts; this is not provided as the suggestedmethod for
extracting ontologies, but only in order to demonstrate how
the subsumption relations between concept pairs extracted
from phrases, can enrich ontological reasoning.

For the kinship ontology being created, the hypernym
relative.n.01 is considered as the most generic hypernym
associated to the first lexical term of any kinship of-relation,
since more generic hypernyms are not specific to the kinship
relationship. Since the example refers to human kinship rela-
tions, the most generic hypernym for the second lexical term
participating in an of-relation is considered to be person.n.01.

The uppermost property modeled, is the property rela-
tive_of. Sub-ordinate synsets of the synset relative.n.01 are
used to determine sub-properties of relative_of.

Algorithm 1 Property and Class Hierarchies From PWN
Hierarchy of Entities for r = (N1,N2)
Require: listOfClasses, listOfProperties
1: sense0 := sense extracted for N1
2: sense1 := sense extracted for N2
3: hpaths1 := hypernym_paths(sense0)
4: hpaths2 := hypernym_paths(sense1)
5: bigrams1, bigrams2 = [], []
6: for p ∈ hpaths1 do
7: bigrams1 :=bigrams1+ get_bigrams(p, relative.n.01)
8: end for
9: for q ∈ hpaths2 do

10: bigrams2 := bigrams2+ get_bigrams(q, person.n.01)
11: end for
12: allBigrams⇐ bigrams1+ bigrams2
13: for (s1, s2) ∈ allBigrams do
14: prop1_name⇐ string(s1+_of)
15: prop2_name⇐ string(s2+ _of)
16: newPropRel = (property(prop1_name), property(prop2_name))

17: ObjectPropertyHier := ObjectPropertyHier+ [newPropRel]

18: newClassRel = (class(s1), class(s2)
19: classHier := clasHier+ (newClassRel)
20: end for

Function 2 get_bigrams
Require: path, upper_synset
1: biagrams:=[]
2: if upper_synset 6∈ path then
3: return ([])
4: end if
5: index := p2.position(upper_synset);
6: for (i, s) ∈ enum(path[: index]) do
7: bigrams := bigrams+ [(path[i].name(), path[i+ 1].name())]
8: end for
9: return (bigrams)

The main steps for the creation of the basic classes and
properties of the toy kinship ontology are outlined below
via Algorithm 1. The algorithm simply makes use of the
PWN concept hierarchies in order to create the properties
and classes of the toy ontology. The notion of subsumption
hierarchy between relations, is not considered yet in the con-
struction of the toy ontology. It will be considered later in
order to show the additional benefits of using subsumption
hierarchies between concepts.

For each of-relation in the kinship ontology example being
created, the above algorithm firstly extracts the synsets asso-
ciated to each lexical term in the relation. Then, the algorithm
searches for the paths from each synset to the hypernyms
relative.n.01 and person.n.01, respectively. If they exist, the
algorithm creates the property relative_of and all its relevant
sub-properties, by reference to the sub-ordinate synsets of
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relative.n.01 in PWN. The following example illustrates the
construction of object properties and classes extracted from
one instance of a kinship relation between lexical terms,
by using the steps outlined in Algorithm 1.
Example 33: The of-preposition being considered is: ‘the

father of Mary’. The senses selected for each of the
words ‘father’ and ‘Mary’, are father.n.01, and person.n.01,
respectively. ‘Mary’ is assigned the sense person.n.01 after
being recognized as a type PERSON lexical entry (using
spaCy [82], as described in Appendix A. Due to space
limitations, only the first hypernym path of the synset
father.n.01 is considered here: [father.n.01, parent.n.01,
genitor.n.01, progenitor.n.01, ancestor.n.01, relative.n.01].
As the hypernym relative.n.01 is considered to be the most

generic hypernym of the synset father.n.01 relevant to the
kinship relation, more generic hypernyms are excluded from
consideration. Similarly, since the most generic hypernym
for the second lexical term participating in the of-relation is
person.n.01, more generic terms are eliminated. Traversing
the path from the most specific hypernym to the most generic
hypernym and taking bigrams, the following list of bigrams
is produced, where each bigram represents a subordinate-
superordinate relation between the relevant hypernyms:

[(father.n.01, parent.n.01),
(parent.n.01, genitor.n.01),
(genitor.n.01, progenitor.n.01),
(progenitor.n.01, ancestor.n.01),
(ancestor.n.01, relative.n.01)].
Then, the algorithm converts bigrams to concept hierarchi-

cal relations and to object property subsumption relations.
In this example, the relevant object property subsumption
relationships are:

father_of v parent_of,
parent_of v genitor_of,
genitor_of v progenitor_of,
progenitor_of v ancestor_of,
ancestor_of v relative_of.
‘Mary’, is just an instance of the concept ‘person’, which

is a class in the taxonomic relations created. Similarly, the
concepts: father, parent, genitor, progenitor, ancestor, and
relative are all added to the class hierarchy.

Diagrams 5, and 6 (created by the Protege editor) illustrate
the concept and hierarchical object properties extracted from
all of-relations in the non-poetic dataset by using the PWN
hypernym hierarchical relations, as discussed above.

2) RELEVANCE OF HYPER-PAIR SUBSUMPTION TO THE
KINSHIP ONTOLOGY
The taxonomic relations between concepts and properties
created by Algorithm 1, can be used to infer information
about objects in the universe of discourse. For example, it can
be used to represent information like, ‘Steve is a father’
(by treating ‘Steve’ as an instance of the concept ‘Father’),
it can lead to the conclusion that ‘Steve’ is a parent (via
the subordinate-superordinate relation: Father v Parent), and
similarly it can be used to represent the information that

FIGURE 5. Example 33 Obj. Property hierarchy.

FIGURE 6. Example 33 class hierarchy.

‘Steve is the father of Mary’, from which it can be inferred
that ‘Steve is a parent of Mary’. To this extend, the sub-
sumption hierarchies between hyper-pairs would have noth-
ing more to offer in terms of the semantics.

Now consider the phrase ‘father of a schoolboy’. This
would be mapped to the of-relation: (father,schoolboy).
As shown in Example 33, this of-relation can give rise to
a number of object-relationships using both lexical terms,
like for example, the object properties: ‘father_of’, and ‘par-
ent_of’, and hierarchies of concepts like: schoolchild v
young_child.

As each hyper-pair in the hyper-pair subsumption
hierarchy is associated to a set of of-constructs, for
example ‘father of schoolboy’, it can potentially lead to
inferences like, for example: ‘father of schoolboy’, ‘father
of schoolchild’, ‘father of young_child’, and ‘parent of
schoolboy’, (the list is not exhaustive), by virtue of the fact
that the relation (parent, schoolboy) is associated to the
hyper-pair (parent.n.01, schoolboy.n.01) which is subsumed
by the hyper-pair (parent.n.01, schoolchild.n.01).
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FIGURE 7. A fragment of the Kinship relation.

So, hyper-pairs are associated to sets of phrases (of-
constructs) that are grouped together according to the inter-
pretation of their lexical entries, and can be used to draw
inferences from of-prepositional phrases via the subsumption
hierarchies between hyper-pairs.

A fragment of the subsumption hierarchy of the hyper-
pair: (father.n.01, person.n.01), with the relevant IRF values,
is illustrated in Fig. 7. Some of the hyper-pairs in Fig. 7, for
example the hyper-pair (genitor.n.01, living_thing.n.01), are
not specific to the human kinship of-relation (father, person).
As stated already, the diagram illustrates just a frag-
ment of the subsumption hierarchy of the hyper-pair
(father.n.01, person.n.01). The complete hierarchy includes
more generic hyper-pairs which are not specific to a human
kinship relation, fo example (causal_agent.n.01, object.n.01).

In this example, the most generic hyper-pair associated
to a kinship of-relation is considered to be the hyper-
pair (relative.n.01, person.n.01). For this reason, a hyper-
pair subsumption hierarchy for kinship relations can exclude
hyper-pairs which are more generic than the hyper-pair
(relative.n.01, person.n.01). For example, the hyper-pair
(entity.n.01, person) would be associated to of-constructs not
necessarily expressing a kinship relation. Similar considera-
tions apply to every hyper-pair hierarchy.

The IRF values on the diagram, play an important role
too, in modeling the domain, as they show which hyper-pairs
on the same hierarchy are associated to exactly the same
of-relations in the dataset. By proposition 32 in Section VI,
it follows that two hyper-pairs in the same path have the same
IRF value if (and only if) they are associated to the same set
of of-relations. For example, in diagram 7, the hyper-pairs:
(father.n.01, person.n.01), (father.n.01, organism.n.01), and
(father.n.01, living_thing.n.01) are associated to exactly the
same relations. In an ontology modeling a domain where all
objects in ‘living_thing’ and all objects in ‘organism’ are
‘human’, then the hyper-pairs (father.n.01, organism.n.01),
and (father.n.01, living_thing.n.01) would provide redundant
information.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper addressed the problem of extracting conceptual
relations from different types of resources and of using the

extracted associations between concepts to determine the type
of resource from which they are derived.

Algorithm 1 performed well in identifying the conceptual
relations specific to each resource. Algorithm 2 calculated
successfully the weight of each hyper-pair depending on its
presence in each type of resource.

The performance of the algorithms in identifying the asso-
ciations between concepts that are specific to each type of
resource provide an insight as to how diverse the domains
of the different types of resources, are. For example, the
weights of hyper-pairs when the resources being compared
are identical, will be zero in Algorithm 2, and the set of hyper-
pairs specific to each resource (for example S ′′p ) will be empty
in Algorithm 1.

The lack of lexical entries in PWN of words (especially
in the poetic corpus) participating in of-relations, influences
the results of the proposed algorithms. To address the lack
of entries in the PWN vocabulary, it is worth considering the
definition of resource vocabularies, with mappings to synsets
in PWN. For example, in poetry, a local vocabulary might
include information about imaginary legends and mythical
persons, which would then be linked to the more general
PWN sense imaginary_being.n.01. Work aiming at publish-
ing European Poetry Data, thus addressing the contextual
interpretation of concepts via Linked Open Data, is cited
in [83]. Recent research in the extraction of domain specific
lexicons [84] focuses primarily on sentiment analysis.

During the processing and extraction of of-relations from
datasets, a hierarchy of noun terms was extracted for each
multi-noun expression in each of-relation (Appendix A).
In addition, NER mappings were considered in those cases
where none of the noun expressions could bemapped to a lex-
ical entry in PWN database, for example proper nouns. How-
ever, in poetic resources, the adjectives preceding nouns play
an important role in transforming the meaning of words. For
example, the noun word ‘years’ cannot express adequately
the phrase ‘sunny years’. Also, the morphological aspects of
words are important in determining the type of resources from
which phrases are extracted. The current work did not address
the multinoun interpretation problem, neither the morpholog-
ical characteristics of the noun expressions participating in of-
relations. Future work will need to address the representation
ofmultinoun expressions and the impact of themorphological
characteristics of each noun expression in determining the
type of resources from which relations are extracted.

APPENDIX A
PREPARATION OF DATA
The extraction of of-relations involved a multi-step process
including a variety of tools due to the diversity of the formats
in which data was made available. The main processing steps
used for the extraction of of_constructs are described in this
section.

Each of the poetic texts retrieved from the Guten-
berg project for the extraction of poetic of-relations
included a preface, bibliographical notes, remarks, contents,
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FIGURE 8. NLP for poetic texts.

introductions to poem collections, postscripts, and letters that
were removed manually. Regular expressions were used to
search and remove footnotes, clean spaces and newlines.
Since the formats lacked consistency, any footnotes not cap-
tured automatically, were removed manually.

Fig. 8 depicts the automatic natural language process-
ing steps followed for the extraction of of-relations from
texts.

1) Each poem is split into a list of sentences, using the
characters {‘!’,‘.’,‘;’,‘?’}.

2) Each sentence is parsed into a tree structure by using
the Stanford Parser [85].

3) The lowest Noun Phrase (NP) subtrees of the tree struc-
tures produced in step 2, i.e. the ones that do not have
NP subtrees, are selected.

4) The NP-subtrees created in step 3 are further processed
in order to:
a) Remove any leading nodes that are not part of the

noun expressions, like articles (for example, the
word ‘the’),

b) Create noun expressions by combining the leaves
of the NP-subtrees resulting from 4(a),

c) Create also the noun expressions represented by
the original NP-subtrees as in step 3. The resulting
noun expressions constitute noun segments of the
original sentences.

d) Map the noun expressions obtained in steps 4(b),
and 4(c), respectively (so that they can be mapped
to the terms of of-relations at the end).

5) The noun expressions obtained in 4(c) are then used
to create a list of bigrams. As the noun expressions of
sentences, are linked either via a preposition or a verb,
the bigrams of the noun expressions extracted in (3)
contain the bigrams of the parts of ‘of’ prepositions
included in the original sentences.

6) The bigrams collected in (5) are joined via the ‘of’
preposition and the resulting prepositional phrases are
checked to determine whether they are substrings of the
sentence being considered.

FIGURE 9. Example 34 syntax tree.

FIGURE 10. Example 34 lowest NP subtrees.

Example 34: Let us consider Byron’s phrase:
Warm was the passion of my youth, One trace of
dark deceit it leaves not. [68].

• The syntax tree of Byron’s phrase is depicted in Fig. 9,
below.

• The lowest NP subtrees are depicted in Fig. 10.
• The noun expressions created by combining the leaves
of the subtrees (Fig. 10), are:
warm, the passion,my youth, on trace, dark deceit.

• The bigrams of the above noun expressions are:
[(warm, the passion), (the passion, my youth),
(my youth, one trace), (one trace, dark deceit)]

• The mappings to the corresponding noun expressions
after the removal of any articles:
warm7→warm,

the passion 7→ passion,
my youth 7→ youth,
one trace 7→ one trace,
dark deceit 7→ dark deceit.

• Join the bigrams via the preposition ‘of’. The result is
the production of the following phrases:
warm of the passion,
the passion of my youth,
my youth of one trace,
one trace of dark deceit.

• Determine which of the above phrases are substrings of
the original phrase:
the passion of my youth, one trace of dark deceit.

• Use the mappings derived earlier to determine the
required relations:
((passion, youth), the passion of my youth),
((one trace, dark deceit), one trace of dark deceit)

The Brown corpus is already part-of-speech tagged. In this
case of-prepositions were extracted via regular expression
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FIGURE 11. Splitting into ‘and’ | ‘or’ segments.

FIGURE 12. Concept hierarchy.

patterns of tagged words. An example of such a pattern
is: 〈NN.∗〉 + 〈IO〉〈JJ.∗〉∗〈NN.∗〉+. Finally, for the Preposi-
tional Phrase Attachment Corpus [76], the method depicted
in Fig. 8 was used.

Some of the noun expressions produced by the above pro-
cess were conjuncts, or disjuncts of smaller noun expressions.
Further steps were taken to split conjuncts and disjuncts in
noun expressions into their constituent parts. Noun expres-
sions with more than 5 words rarely occurred, meaning that
the maximum of 2 conjuncts or disjuncts were considered
(the majority of noun expressions consisted of 2-3 words).
In addition, the derivation of concept hierarchies from multi-
noun words and noun words preceded by adjectives helped
to identify the most specific relevant lexical term in PWN.
The actual processing is depicted in Fig. 13, and is described
below.

For each noun expression on either site of an of-relation:
1) Get the tagged segments of the noun expressions

between the words ‘and, or’ if present, otherwise get
the whole tagged noun expression.
Example 35: if the noun expression is: ‘little and great
valour and pride’, then the output of this processing
step will be the following tagged segments:

[(little, JJ)], [(great, JJ), (valour, NN)], [(pride, NN)]

2) Using the tags of the segments, identify those tagged
words that are adjective, and combine with the (last)
noun of the next conjunct (or disjunct) to entail the noun
expressions produced from the original expression, and
create hierarchies of concepts. Also, create mappings
between the original phrase and the produced noun
expressions.
Example 36: Continuing with the above example,
given the tagged segments produced at the previous
stage, the adjectives of the segments produced earlier,
are combined as follows:
a) Concept (noun expression) mappings created:

little and great valour and pride 7→

[little valour, great valour, pride]
b) Concept hierarchical mappings:

little valour : [little_valour, valour],

FIGURE 13. Further processing.

great valour : [great_valour, valour],
pride : [pride]

3) Use the concept mappings to update the set of relations
and the concept hierarchy to determine the most spe-
cific matching with a lexical term in PWN.
Continuing with the above example, if r = (extremity,
little and great valour and pride) then, by using the
concept mappings derived in the previous step, the
following relations are produced: (extremity, little
valour), (extremity, great valour), (extremity, pride).
The hierarchies of concepts (for example, the hierar-
chy: [great_valour, valour]), aim to determine the most
specific matching of a concept with a lexical term in
PWN. It will be used in the next step to determine a
mapping with a lexical term in PWN.

The previous paragraphs of this section described the steps
followed in order to extract of-relations from the collected
resources. The steps followed in order to extract the hyper-
nyms relevant to each concept participating in an of-relation,
are outlined below.

1) Extract the details of each noun expression. This
involves using the hierarchies of concepts extracted
earlier in order to determine the most specific PWN
lexical term matching each concept of an r-relation.
If there is no entry in PWN for a term, then determine
whether the noun expression is recognized as a NER
entity, e.g. person. If there is no NERmapping too, then
the concept is recorded as unknown so that words not in
PWN can traced later on. The set of mappings between
the Spacy NER entities [82] and the PWN lexical terms
is illustrated in Table 13.
Example 37: Consider the noun expression: ‘judi-
cial approval’. The extracted noun hierarchy is
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TABLE 13. NER mappings.

[judicial_approval, approval]. The closest matching
lexicon entry in PWN is approval. In the case of the
noun expression raw_material however, the noun hier-
archy extracted is: [raw_material,material] and the
closest PWN entry in the lexicon is raw_material. How-
ever, the number 1.8% is recognized as the Named
Entity PERCENT by Spacy NER, which is then
mapped to the word ‘percentage’, which exists in the
vocabulary of PWN.

2) Extract the hypernyms relevant to each noun expres-
sion. This step involves using the information derived
above, to determine the hypernyms relevant to each
noun expression: if there is an entry in PWN for the
most specific lexical term matching each concept, then
find all hypernym paths of the first sense of this entry.
The set of hypernyms relevant to each concept of an
of-relation is the union of all hypernyms of all hyper-
nym paths. If there is no entry in PWN for the noun
expression under consideration, then the NERmapping
is used instead, in a similar way. If there is no NER
mapping either, then the noun expression is mapped
to the most generic synset entity.n.01 in PWN. This
is required in order to be able to establish whether a
relation is subsumed by another.
Named entities are processed though a Named Entity
Recognition (NER) module (spaCy [82]) in order to
determine the type of named entities not included in
the lexical database. When proper nouns referring to
names of persons, or locations etc. are recognized,
they can be mapped to particular senses in PWN. For
example, a person’s name which is not included in the
lexical database, when recognized by the NER module
as a type ‘PERSON’ entity, it is mapped to the sense
‘person.n.01’ in order to capture the relevant semantic
features of the entity being referred. The purpose of
this transformation is to avoid loosing substantial infor-
mation regarding the entities participating in relations
where the lexical entries are not included in the vocab-
ulary of PWN.
spaCy [82], is an open source software library for
NLP written in Python and Cython. The language
model used is the en-core-web-md core model of the
English language which is general purpose pretrained

model which can be used to predict named entities,
part-of-speech tags and syntactic dependencies. The
model is trained by using a Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) on annotated English resources includ-
ing news, conversational telephone speech, weblogs,
usenet newsgroups, broadcasts and talk shows, anno-
tated as part of the OntoNotes project [95]. The rea-
son of using a NER API in our case is simply to
replace names (proper nouns) that do not exist in
the vocabulary of PWN with the type of entity they
represent.

The method outlined above for the extraction of hypernyms
for each input word, selects the first synset in the list of
synsets available for an English word (in most cases, the
name of the first synset is identical to the input word lem-
matized). The first synset is the most frequently occurring
sense in the English SemCor corpus [86], which is a man-
ually annotated subset of Brown corpus. The corpus contains
about 700, 000 words, with 226, 036 of them sense-annotated
at Princeton University [86]. Selecting the most-frequently
occurring sense in a corpus is the default baseline in WSD
systems [87]. Although the English SemCor corpus is shown
to have 2, 5% incorrect tags [88], the most frequently occur-
ring sense ‘is used in supervised algorithms with insufficient
training data’ [87]. One may argue that WSD trained on the
English Semcor corpus is probably inadequate for poetic data.
Ambiguity however in poetry does not necessarily imply the
use of a special vocabulary with uncommon (less frequent)
interpretation. As stated in [89], poets overcome the limita-
tions of language ‘by using more or less ordinary words in
special ways’ [89].

In poetic text, ambiguity, whether it appears in the meaning
of words or sentences, or at the syntactic or semantic level,
is perceived as a creative tool used deliberately to explore the
readers imagination and deepen understanding. For example,
Brook [90] addressed ambiguity in proportion to the idea of
‘close reading’ which is a reading motivated by a skepticism
toward apparent meanings’ [90]. Empsom, placed ambiguity
‘at the very roots of poetry’, and as an ‘intention to mean
several things’ [91].

In terms of the of-relations considered here, the purpose
of the current work is to establish whether the concepts
represented by the noun expressions in either site of an of-
construct, can be used to determine whether the of-construct
is specific to the poetic (vs non-poetic) dataset. This task is
different from the task of predicting the senses of the words or
interpreting a Multi-Word Expression (MWE) [92], although
the importance of word sense disambiguation and /or Preposi-
tion Sense Disambiguation (PSD) should not be undervalued.

APPENDIX B
PROOFS
Proposition 38: For any relation r ∈ R:

r ∈ Rp if ∃(hi, hj) ∈ S ′′p ∧ Assoc((hi, hj), r)

r ∈ Rnp if ∃(hi, hj) ∈ S ′′np ∧ Assoc((hi, hj), r)
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Proof of Proposition 22: By contradiction.
Suppose ∃(hi, hj)∈S ′′p such that Assoc((hi, hj), r), and r 6∈

Rpoetic. But, (hi, hj) ∈ S ′′p ⇒ (hi, hj) ∈ Sp, and (hi, hj) 6∈
Sc since S ′′p = Sp − Sc − {(hk , hm) : (hk , hm) v (hi, hj)},
by construction. But, by (4) it follows that r ∈ Rpoetic, which
contradicts our original assumption.
Proposition 39: Let O = Rpoetic ∩ Rnon-poetic, denote

the overlap of relations between the two domains. Then,
as the size of O increases, the value of Recall decreases,
i.e. recall ∼ 1

‖O‖ .
Proof of Proposition 39: For the proof of the above propo-

sition, the evaluation of Algorithm 1 is considered on the
entire dataset. If r ∈O, and hp is any hyper-pair, then ∀hp :
Assoc(hp, r) ⇒ hp ∈ Sc, therefore hp 6∈ S ′′p ∪ S

′′
np (since

S ′p = Sp − Sc, S ′np = Snp − Sc, and S ′p ⊇ S ′′p , and S
′
np ⊇ S ′′np).

Without loss of generality, let us consider poetic
recall (18).

recallp =
‖CorrectlyPredictedpoetic‖

‖Rpoetic‖

=
‖{r : r ∈ Rpoetic ∩ Predictedpoetic}‖

‖Rpoetic‖

Now, a relation is classified as poetic if there is a hyper-
pair hpi ∈ S ′′p , st. Assoc(hpi, r) 22. But, according to what
is stated earlier, it then follows that r 6∈ O. Therefore,
O ∩ {r : r ∈ Rpoetic and r is classified as poetic} = ∅. But,
Rpoetic = {r : r ∈ Rpoetic and r is classified as poetic} ∪
O. Thus, given a particular set of relations in a poetic
domain, as the size of O increases, the size of {r : r ∈
Rpoetic and r is classified as poetic} (and therefore the value
of recallp) decreases.
Proposition 40: Consider two datasets D1 and D2 say,

such that D1 ⊆ D2. Let RD1 and RD2 be the sets of relations
extracted from D1 and D2 respectively, Rcat,Di be the set
of relations extracted from the type cat resources in Di and
ODi = Rcat,Di ∩ Rcat,Di where cat is one of two categories
of resources (for example poetic) and cat is the alternative
category (for example non-poetic). If recallcat,Di is the recall
of a category of relations inDi ∈ {D1,D2}, then recallcat,D1 >

recallcat,D2 implies ODi⊂ODi+1
Proof of Proposition 40: D1 ⊆ D2 if and only if RD1 ⊆

RD2 . For brevity, let Ccat,Di = CorrectlyPredictedcat,Di .

recallcat,Di =
‖Ccat,Di‖

‖RDi‖

where Di∈{D1,D2}.
Since Rcat,D2 ⊇ Rcat,D1 then ‖Rcat,D2‖ = ‖Rcat,D1‖ + k ,

where k = ‖Rcat,D2‖ − ‖Rcat,D1‖ ≥ 0 is the size of the (new)
set of relations of type cat extracted from D2 which are not
included in D1.
Then, by basic mathematical principles, since Ccat,D1 ≤

Rcat,D1 , then:

‖Ccat,D1‖

‖Rcat,D1‖
≤
‖Ccat,D1‖ + k
‖Rcat,D1‖ + k

But,

‖Ccat,D1‖ + k
‖Rcat,D1‖ + k

=
‖Ccat,D1‖ + k
‖Rcat,D2‖

therefore:

‖Ccat,D1‖

‖Rcat,D1‖
≤
‖Ccat,D1‖ + k
‖Rcat,D2‖

Now, recallcat,D2 < recallcat,D1 ⇔

‖Ccat,D2‖

‖RD2‖
<
‖Ccat,D1‖

‖RD1‖

Since recallcat,D2 < recallcat,D1 , then:

‖Ccat,D2‖

‖RD2‖
<
‖Ccat,D1‖

‖RD1‖
≤
‖Ccat,D1‖ + k
‖RD2‖

which implies that:

‖Ccat,D2‖

‖RD2‖
<
‖Ccat,D1‖ + k
‖RD2‖

But,

‖Ccat,D2‖

‖RD2‖
<
‖Ccat,D1‖ + k
‖RD2‖

⇔ ‖Ccat,D2‖ < ‖Ccat,D1‖ + k.

This is possible if:
• Ccat,D1 ∩ Rcat,D2

6= ∅, or
• (Rcat,D2−Rcat,D1 ) ∩ Rcat,D2

6= ∅

• the hyper-pairs associated to the new relations extracted
from cat resources ofD2 are subsumed by hyper-pairs in
S ′′cat extracted for type cat resources in D2.

Since Ccat,D1 ⊆ Rcat,D2 and (Rcat,D2−Rcat,D1 ) ⊆ Rcat,D2 then:
• Ccat,D1 ∩ Rcat,D2

6= ∅ ⇒ Rcat,D2 ∩ Rcat,D2
6= ∅.

• (Rcat,D2−Rcat,D1 ) ∩ Rcat,D2
⇒ Rcat,D2 ∩ Rcat,D2

6= ∅

• the hyper-pairs associated to the new relations
extracted from the cat resources of D2 which are
subsumed by hyper-pairs in other sets do not influence
OD1 or OD2

Therefore, it follows that: OD1 ⊆ OD2 , as required.
Proposition 41: For any two hyper-pairs hp1, and hp2,

such that hp1 v hp2, if IRFhp1 = IRFhp2 , then: {r :
Assoc(hp1, r)} = {r : Assoc(hp2, r)}.
Proof of Proposition 41: Suppose hp1 = (hp11, hp12),

and hp2 = (hp21, hp22). By definition 18, hp1 v hp2 iff
∃p ∈ hypernym_paths(h11) and ∃q ∈ hypernym_paths(h12)
such that: h11@−→

p
∗h21 and h12@−→

q
∗h22. Now, h11, h12, h21,

and h22 are just synsets in the taxonomic hierarchy of PWN,
so that any lexical entry, w1 say, with sense h11 is also
a member of the set of lexical entries that belong to the
superordinates of h11. A similar argument applies for lexi-
cal entries with sense h12. Thus if (hp11, hp12) is associated
to any relation r = (w1,w2), then all subsuming hyper-
pairs are associated to r too. Thus, {r : Assoc(hp1, r)} ⊆
{r : Assoc(hp2, r)}
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APPENDIX C
FURTHER RESULTS
TABLE 14. Alg. 1, Exp. 1–2 (Prediction).

TABLE 15. Alg. 1, Exp. 3–4 (Prediction).

TABLE 16. Alg. 1, Exp. 5 (Prediction).

TABLE 17. Alg. 1, Exp. 6 (Prediction).

TABLE 18. Algorith 1, Experiment 5 (whole data).

TABLE 19. Alg. 1, Exper. 6.

TABLE 20. Alg. 2, Exp.1 (Prediction).

TABLE 21. Alg. 2 Exp.2 (Prediction).

TABLE 22. Alg. 2 Exp. 3 (Prediction).

TABLE 23. Alg. 2 for Exp. 4 (Prediction).
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TABLE 24. Alg. 2 for Exp. 5.

TABLE 25. Alg. 2 for Exp. 6.

TABLE 26. Alg. 2, Exp. 5.

TABLE 27. Alg. 2, Exp. 6.
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